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Pie Chart Report

This report shows a pie chart of pull requests grouped by a specified statistic type. This helps you see the breakdown of a set of pull requests at a glance.

What does the Pie Chart report look like?

Once the report is configured, you will see something like this:

Configuring a Pie Chart report

Navigate to the project/repository of your choice.
Choose  section on the sidebar  in the Pull Requests sectionActions   > Reports > Pie Chart Report . 
In the  fields, choose the time frame. Period  The report will include pull requests that were created and updated within this time frame.
If you want to see the report for a particular team, choose its name using the  dropdown menu in the  field. All contributors Team Read more 
about teams here.
In  , select how to group pull requests. Statistic Type

Pie Chart report is available only in Awesome Graphs for Bitbucket Server.

https://docs.stiltsoft.com/display/AwesomeGraphsBitbucket/Teams
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How to read a Pie Chart report?

To the right of the pie chart, there is a table showing the number of pull requests that correspond to each author (reviewer, pull request state or destination 
branch).

The corresponding table row is being highlighted when you select a slice in the pie chart. 

List of pull requests

Below the pie chart, you can see the list of pull requests. Initially, it shows all pull requests included in the report.

To see only the details of pull requests with a certain author (reviewer, pull request state or destination branch), click the corresponding chart section or 
row in the table located to the right of the chart. To go back to viewing the details of all pull requests, click the selected chart section or row in the table.

If you'd like Awesome Graphs to include other pull requests reports, please, .let us know

https://docs.stiltsoft.com/display/doc/Contact+Us
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